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This new, two-volume dictionary aims to supply a need which is
widely felt among native speakers and foreign learners for a
comprehensive and detailed treatment of idiomatic expressions.
Over 20,000 expressions are fully described and illustrated, many
of the examples being drawn from up-to-date written and spoken
sources. There are several special features which make the
dictionary suitable for use as a practical manual for the advanced
learner as well as the standard reference work in this specialist
field.

Volume 1 focuses particularly on combinations of verb and
preposition (or particle)—for example, brush off, peter out, trump
up, zero in—which often prove such a stumbling-block to the
foreign learner. For each entry there is:

— an explanation of the meaning of the expression
— a simple code referring the user to a set of tables identifying

the sentence patterns in which the expression is used
— an indication of style or register
— lists of words commonly associated with the expression as

its subject or object
— cross-reference to entries of similar meaning

There is also an index of nouns, adjectives and adverbs used in the
idiomatic expressions and an index of nominalized forms.

£5.00

For further information about this volume, please write to:
Oxford University Press (ELTM)
Ely House, 37 Dover Street, London W1X 4AH
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Auditory Analysis
and Perception
of Speech
edited by G. FANT
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) Speech Transmission
Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden

and M. A. A. TATHAM
Language Centre, University of Essex, Colchester, England
1975, x + 564 pp., £12 00/$29-75 0.12.248550.5
This publication contains the more phonetically orientated
papers presented at a Symposium on 'Auditory Analysis
and Perception of Speech' which was held in Leningrad in
August 1973. The purpose of the meeting was to advance
the theory of speech perception in relation to auditory
theory and speech signal models, with some investigation
of the problem of automatic speech recognition.
The collection of papers found in this volume contributes
to the understanding of phonetics by discussing which
aspects of the speech wave have perceptual relevance, and
by investigating present knowledge of the code relating
speech wave dimensions and attributes to phonetic
categorizations. The questions arise as to whether some of
these relations can be expressed in working models for the
auditory processing of speech, and what transformations
can be envisaged in successive stages of the auditory
system.
A special feature of the book is that it exposes important
work in the study of speech perception from the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe in addition to that from
Western Europe, USA and Japan. It is intended for active
scientists, and also for advanced students in the following
branches of speech communication sciences: linguistics,
phonetics, psychology, physiology, acoustics, audiology and
telecommunications.

Contents
Vowel Perception
Feature detection and auditory segmentation: consonant
perception
Temporal organization of connected speech: prosody
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Journal of the International Phonetic Association
(formerly Le Maitre Phonetique)

NOTES FOB CONTRIBUTORS

Policy.—The Journal of the International Phonetic Association,
formerly entitled Le Maitre Phonetique, is concerned with all aspects
of phonetics and phonology, on which subjects it publishes articles,
specimens, correspondence, and reviews. The official language is
English, though contributions in other languages of wide currency
will be published as the Editor thinks fit.

Style.—Contributions should be submitted in typewritten form,
in double spacing with wide margins, on one side of the sheet only,
on quarto or A4 paper. Phonetic transcriptions should make use of
the symbols and conventions of the Association's alphabet. If
phonetic or other symbols have to be added to the manuscript by
hand, they should where appropriate be identified in the margin by
their grid co-ordinates shown in the journal's Reference Table of
Phonetic Symbols (available from the Editor on request). Phonemic
symbols should be enclosed in slants, but allophonic or general-
phonetic symbols in square brackets, e.g. /tel/, [thei], [m]. Cited
forms should be italicized, without quotation marks; translational
' meanings' and quotations should be placed within SINGLE
quotation marks. Technical terms and other words to which it is
desired to give particular emphasis may be printed in SMALL
CAPITALS, but NOT in italics. Footnotes should be avoided as far as
possible; where essential they should be numbered consecutively
throughout the manuscript. References are to be made IN THE TEXT
by giving in parentheses the name of the author and the year of
publication, and where relevant the page or pages referred to: e.g.
'. . . (Jones, 1963: 452-3) . . .'. All works so referred to should
be listed, with full bibliographical details and in alphabetical order,
at the end of the article. Names of books should be italicized, but
titles of articles placed between single quotation marks.

Proofs and offprints.—Two copies of proofs will be sent to the
author (or his nominee), who will be expected to correct them and
return them to the Editor, by airmail where appropriate, within ten
days of receipt. Upon publication, fifty copies of a contribution will
be supplied to the author free of charge ; further offprints may be
purchased at cost.
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Publications of the
International Phonetic Association

The Principles of the International Phonetic Association (1949).
A description of the International Phonetic Alphabet and the
manner of using it, illustrated by texts in 51 languages. 60p
(to members 40p).

Chart of the International Phonetic Alphabet (1951). 2p (to
members lp).

The History and Meaning of the Term " Phoneme " (1957, reprinted
with corrections 1975). By D. JONES. 40p (to members 25p).

Miscellanea Phonetica n (1954). Articles by D. JONES, A. MARTINET,
E. V. PIKE and E. FISCHER-J0RGENSEN. 25p (to members I8p).

Miscellanea Phonetica i n (1958). Articles by P. LADEFOGED,
M. H. DRAPER and D. WHITTEREDGE, M. R. WISE, E. MATTESON
and K. L. PIKE, and G. HAMMARSTROM. 30p (to members 20p).

Differences between Spoken and Written Language (1948). By
D. JONES. 5p (to members 3p).

La Phonetique et ses Applications (1929). By PAUL PASSY. 5p
(to members 3p).

Notes on the Dialect of Nidderdale (Yorkshire) (1922). By M. L.
ANN AKIN. 5p (to members 3p).

The Russian i-i Phoneme (1947). By S. C. BOYANUS. 3p (to
members 2p).

Back issues of Le Maitre Phonetique (1886-1914; 1923-1970)
may be obtained from Swets & Zeitlinger B.V., Backsets Depart-
ment, Heereweg 347b, Lisse, Netherlands, to whom enquiries should
be sent.

Back issues of the Journal (1971-1974) may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Association at the price of £2-00 per volume (to
members £1-50).

Printed in England by Stephen Austin and Sons, Ltd., Hertford.
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